How can it be an illusion when it feels so real? By Gary Bate
It's really quite simple. You have the capacity for free thought because you have a faculty that you
only use a third of (your brain); yet you don't have free thought. You have a little free thought but
the vast majority is programming.
There has been (and still is) a long, slow, indoctrination going on here and the masses are
'conversational programs'.
How much of your life are you actually living? It's a good question. How much of your life is
nothing more than genetic programming? Look at everyone is your life – they're just programs.
Now look at yourself...
Could your life have been just one elongated, illusionary experience? Yes, it's just an experience.
The indoctrination has given us Social consciousness. The flesh has become all image or rather I
should say that the image (held in the Light) has become flesh. Social consciousness is image
consciousness and that's 100% illusionary.
The reason my work is not popular is because people do not want to know the truth. They would
rather hold onto their beliefs and their illusions.
Nothing is real here, nothing is sincere, everything is illusionary – even death.
The authorities are part of the indoctrination. They are not trying to save people from a virus. They
planted the virus and their vaccines are slow poison! They are trying to depopulate the planet. Does
it really matter if programmes die prematurely? No, they get recycled in the 'sustainability' chain...
So what can you do? WTFU and increase your capacity for free thought. Freedom (love) is beyond
the image. It can only be within you when you know what you are.
You have to empty out the programmes, the attitudes that you have identified yourself with. Come
on, even everyone's birthday is an illusion because that's not when you were born! The idea that
your emotional bond to your loved ones is waiting for you when you pass, well that's just part of the
programme, the indoctrination.
Don't make the light your martyrdom...
Much of our true self has been hidden from us; it's been deliberately hidden from us and it can only
be found by 'opening up to know' and using the other two thirds of grey matter.
Beloved God, open me up to know. Move me beyond the programmes and attitudes that bump off
the greater knowingness. Enable me to know what I truly am. Move me beyond the image and all
the drama of it, for I know it is all illusionary. I know I have been a programme and that it has all
been just an experience for me to wake up from. Empty me out and show me the fallibility of this
temporal human experience. Then fill my emptyness with love for I will be able to hold it and I
desire to capture and trap in within me. I desire only to be real and sincere. I care not what people
think of me because it is my life and I will live it howsover I want to. My personal development has
brought me to this point and I fully intend to complete the journey and be the best I can be. If I
suffer along the way, I know that that has purpose and causes my stubborness to change. Of course,
I'd rather not suffer, but change is necessary for me to evolve and that is what I want to do. Thank
you my Father for being the silent witness in my gradual awakening ~ Gary Bate of whatstress.com

